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About This Game

Claw your way to the top of Moreytown, a furry slum for human-animal hybrids. Will you take down the gangs who rule the
town, or take them over instead?

Welcome to Moreytown is a 150,000-word interactive novel by S. Andrew Swann. It's entirely text-based, without graphics or
sound effects, and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

You’re a moreau: a genetically engineered human-animal hybrid, a remnant of mankind’s last war. Surviving life in a
Moreytown hasn't been easy, but now, someone is out to kill you and your fellow "moreys"—unexplained fires, explosions, and

the gangs swirling around the neighborhood add up to big trouble. It's up to you to save your pelt, and maybe take over town.

Play as one of thirteen different species, including tiger, capybara, bear, or wolf. Infiltrate a sinister cult, or ally yourself with a
gang of moreys. Choose a side and let the fur fly!

 Play as male, female, or non-binary, gay, straight, bi, or ace

 Fight the police or help them to bring down a terrifying enemy

 Save your neighborhood from utter destruction
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 Take over a street gang, or even run your own cult

 Explore multiple potential romantic relationships
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I wouldn't pay for this, came bundled with the game.. I went into this with low expectations and I was still disappointed.
I might play it for more than 10 minutes if I can figure out how to stop it stuttering every other step.
It was jank on the 360 but at least it ran well.. Brutal difficulty and makes you figure out what you're supposed to do for
yourself in most cases.. Bad Bots is a fun and simple run-and-gun action game. The only problem I have with it is that there is
some major screen tearing between the game screen and the story panels that i suppose are in the background somewhere. Other
than that, it's a solid game for $5.. BOMBER ♥♥♥♥INA X

XBOX BOMBER. DRM worked fo rme first time. I don't understadn what people are having problems with. My only complaint
is that the game is not fully compatible will all common Universal game pads. I have a Retrolink NES pad. Mind you befor I
scraped parts off of a dead Real NES pad to make it feel good enough to use Most people seem to have baught into the
♥♥♥♥♥♥ controler full price. It should work with it as it's a common pad. going to keep looking into a way to get th epad to
work with the game.. just bad don't play not worth it
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BUY IT!
For less than $1 on the current sale you have a charming, deep and incredibly addicteve game. Feel your self taken back to the
golden age of PC games, let the midi loops sweet over you as you play just one more turn.
The interface is a bit of a bear, but its gets the job done.
10/10
Would allocate peasant labor again.. There's about a 1-in-20 chance that your jump will actually work every time you press the
space bar. Oh, and there's a parkour area. Just thought that I'd put that out there.. (a foot on a chair) You summon and kill...
(kicks chair away) Summon and kill... (walks forward) I fail to see the logic here. (turns around, holds his fist near his face) Is
sanity the price to pay... For power?!

i got this dlc with the deluxe edition sadly. Timer on every single mission! You can't be subtle because of it, cops are always on
your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665with their superhuman detection abilities, mission briefings aren't even an animations
with voice acting, it's just a screen with text. It's shoddy and lazy.. This Windows game work perfectly for me in Steam Linux,
via Steam Play. I Use linux Lubuntu with the Nvidia drivers. In Steam i use the compatibility tool proton 3.7-8. The game start
via Steam Play and it work perfectly just like in windows.. Visually it's a bit trippy but wasn't blown away with the graphics

The controls for VR using the motion controls aren't great in this game.

If the controls were better then the combat might be more fun.

Selecting different weapons wasn't obvious, they just seemed to select themselves.

It has potential, but I didn't really have that much fun with it, so have refunded it.. I love the music and artistic design, as they
are very whimsical.

You play a mad dwarven mage, vexed by another of your kind who has had the audacity to blight your view with her or his
tower on the hill just over yonder.

 As your towers climb into the sky, you select kit to go into the rooms. This kit is either offensive or defensive in nature, and it
will be used in your feud with the other dwarf who has decided to block your view with her or his phallic symbol, thrust
erotically into the sky's tender loins. At some point, you begin casting spells, deploying rats and repairing your facility as your
feud becomes a fight to the death, ending only when one tower or the other is toppled.

This game might also be read as a paen for two-dimensional urban planning.

Fun little game.. Wow! This game is fun, looks easy to play but as you reach higher round it gets more challenging.
I love the music, the visual and sound effects. Get this game and I'm sure you'll get your money's worth.. 1 - ) Open Idle Master.
2 - ) Drop cards.
3 - ) Sell them.. I really enjoyed this game. Graphics were great, mini games were not excruciatingly. Would play again and
recommend to others.
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